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One of the best ways to learn about other nations and other cultures is through their food; each

book in the A Taste of Culture series explores the foods, cooking traditions, customs, eating

habits, and food sources of a different country or region.; ; One of the best ways to learn about

other nations and other cultures is through their food. Each book in the A Taste of Culture

series explores the foods, cooking traditions, customs, eating habits, and food sources of a

different country -- all presented through a delectable blend of geography, daily life, culture, and

history. All volumes discuss ingredients that form the staples of cooking in a given country, the

favorite dishes, the snacks and sweets, the traditional holiday meals, and the preparations and

traditions associated with these foods. Full-color photographs, easy-to-follow recipes,

fascinating facts, maps, a glossary, bibliography, and index enhance each book.
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Chapter 1Pure Healthy FoodIceland is a unique place. This isolated volcanic island that

borders the Arctic Circle is one of the most unspoiled countries on Earth. Despite occasional

volcanic activity that releases ash into the air, Iceland has what may be the cleanest air and

water and the purest food supply in the world.Icelandic farmers practice sustainable farming.

They grow and raise food in a way that preserves the land for future use. They do not use

chemicals or pesticides on crops, or feed livestock drugs or growth hormones. Icelandic

fishermen also are careful not to pollute the ocean or endanger any species of fish by

overfishing. The Icelandic government helps to keep the country's food supply pure, too, by

enforcing laws that promote the cleanliness of the nation's air, water, and food supply. Icelandic

cooks also choose healthful ingredients, such as fish and seafood, lamb, dairy products, and

hearty vegetables, that reflect this commitment to purity.FOOD REGIONS OF ICELANDFish

and Seafood“One half of our fatherlands is the ocean,”1 an old Icelandic proverb says. To a

large degree, the ocean has shaped Iceland's culture. Its first settlers were Vikings, famous

seafaring explorers, warriors, and pirates who sailed in longships from Scandinavia in the 9th

century. Ever since then, the North Atlantic Ocean and Iceland's many inland waterways have

been an important part of the Icelandic people's lives. Icelandic waters contain plenty of sea

life, and fishing has made Iceland a wealthy nation. In fact, 90 percent of Iceland's exports are

fish or fish products.Fish is plentiful in Iceland and is one of the most common things that

Icelanders eat every day.Renewable EnergyIcelanders' concern for the environment is shown

in the fuels they use. Rather than only using fossil fuels that will eventually run out, 81 percent

of the energy Icelanders use comes from renewable sources.Iceland's geography contains

many natural energy sources. Iceland has more than twenty steam fields, or geysers, with

water that is at least 300º F (150º C). This steam is known as geothermal energy. It heats

Icelandic buildings, swimming pools, and even streets, where underground pipes keep

sidewalks free of ice.Iceland's many waterfalls provide another power source called

hydropower, or water power. Hydropower is changed to electricity. Combined with geothermal

energy, it provides 100 percent of Iceland's electricity.Hydrogen is another energy source.

Currently, Icelandic scientists are working to change all the nation's motor vehicles and its

fishing fleet from gas to hydrogen power by 2050.But there is still plenty of fish and seafood for

Icelanders to eat. It is common for Icelanders to eat fish or seafood at least once a day. In fact,



in the past farm workers signed contracts stating that they had the right to refuse to be fed

salmon more than once a day because they would become so tired of it.Salmon, among other

fish, live in Icelandic coastal waters and in more than 100 of the nation's sparkling clean rivers.

“Iceland,” says Virginia chef Jeff Tunks, who buys much of the fish he serves from Iceland, “is

the only place in the world where I'd drink from a stream.”2Smoked Salmon SpreadIn the past,

Icelanders smoked salmon as a way to preserve it. They still enjoy eating it today. Here is a

recipe for smoked salmon spread.

Foods of the Caribbean (Taste of Culture)

Crystal J. Yount, “Great introduction. This book was a great introduction for children to the food

and culture of Iceland. It included recipes and photos as well as a brief description of the

cultural influence of the food and land on the people.”

The book by Barbara Sheen has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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